Disney Love Songs

Match each Disney movie with its famous love song.

A Whole New World   A Hercules
Bella Notte          B Sleeping Beauty
Can You Feel the Love Tonight  C Mulan
I See the Light       D Frozen
I Won’t Say (I’m in Love)  E Beauty and the Beast
If I Never Knew You    F Tarzan
Kiss the Girl         G Lady and the Tramp
Love is an Open Door  H Snow White
Once Upon a Dream     I Tangled
So This is Love       J The Rescuers
Someday My Prince Will Come  K Pocahontas
Someone's Waiting For You  L The Little Mermaid
Tale as Old as Time   M The Lion King
True to Your Heart    N Pinocchio
When You Wish Upon a Star  O Aladdin
You'll Be In My Heart  P Cinderella
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